CLEANING AND SANITATION PROGRAM
THE RIGHT TOOL FOR EVERY NEED
The KAY® QSR Cleaning and Sanitation Program has a new line of quality cleaning tools designed to withstand the rigors of Quick Service Restaurants. The tools are available in multiple colors to assist in training and to correspond with established color-coded work zones. Combined with KAY® QSR products, the tools provide a total cleaning and sanitation program.

**COLOR-CODED** to help enforce zone isolation. Separate areas by using color-coded tools to prevent cross-contamination.

### FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS

**Dual-Surface Deck Brush**  
- Heavy-duty high/low design is effective for cleaning in open areas, under tables and baseboards.
  - Red Item #89990023
  - Blue Item #89990035
  - Yellow Item #89990024
  - Green Item #9222683

**Floor Squeegee**  
- Versatile 22” flexible squeegee with two natural foam rubber blades works well with any hard-to-dry surface.
  - Red Item #89990027
  - Blue Item #89990033
  - Yellow Item #89990026
  - Green Item #9222684

**Outdoor Push Broom**  
- Large 18” or 24” head is useful for heavy-duty sweeping including parking lots and outdoor walkways.
  - 18” Red Item #89990073
  - 24” Red Item #89990045

**Lobby Broom**  
- Angled broom with flagged bristles is efficient for cleaning in corners and tight spaces.
  - Red Item #89990029
  - Blue Item #89990043
  - Yellow Item #89990034
  - Green Item #89990042

**Corn Broom**  
- 100% all-corn bristle broom quickly removes debris and absorbs oil in the absence of wet-mop cleaning during peak hours.
  - Red Item #89990031
  - Blue Item #89990046
  - Yellow Item #89990032
  - Green Item #89990033

### FLOOR CARE PRODUCTS (continued)

**Dust Pan**  
- Great for quick clean-ups and small spills.
  - Black Item #89990057

**Grease-Beater™ Mop**  
- Patented mop fiber technology absorbs and releases nearly twice the amount of liquids as compared to conventional cotton maps.
  - Red Item #89990038
  - Blue Item #89990046
  - Yellow Item #89990037
  - Green Item #89990062

**Dual-Cavity Bucket with Down-Press Wringer**  
- Separates clean and dirty water, which minimizes re-depositing soiled solution back onto the floor.
  - Durable down-press wringer with large opening.
  - Red Item #89990070
  - Blue Item #89990058
  - Yellow Item #89990040
  - Green Item #89990072

**Universal Handle**  
- Universal thread design for all tools.
  - Available in white fiberglass or aluminum.
  - Fiberglass 54” Item #89990069
  - Aluminum 54” Item #89990155

**Universal Tool Holder**  
- Tight rubber gripping mechanism holds tools securely in place.
  - Allows tools to dry and helps prevent damage.
  - Item #89990057

### HANDLES & TOOL HOLDER

**Grease-Beater™ mop, handle and dual-cavity bucket with down-press wringer are used as part of an everyday floor cleaning program.**

**Extended non-marking casters control floor shadowing.**

PROVEN TO REDUCE CONDITIONS FOR SLIP, TRIP & FALL WHEN THE GREASE-BEAVER™ MOP, HANDLE AND DUAL-CAVITY BUCKET WITH DOWN-PRESS WRINGER ARE USED AS PART OF AN EVERYDAY FLOOR CLEANING PROGRAM.

### MULTI-PURPOSE & EQUIPMENT BRUSHES

**KAY® Mini Mop**  
- With the 360° swivel, the Mini Mop is perfect for removing stubborn stains from hard to reach areas, such as behind the 3-compartment sink. Also use on floors, walls, ceiling and baseboards.
  - Save valuable time eliminating stains and soils quickly and effortlessly.
  - 12 ct. replacement pads Item #9221980
  - Kit Item #3860

**KAY® Power Pad**  
- Eliminates stubborn stains on walls, doors, countertops and more.
  - Works quickly and is more gentle on surfaces than harsh abrasive cleaners.
  - Item #9221986

**ONE HANDLE FITS EACH TOOL**

Unlike traditional interchangeable tools, the strong interlocking threaded connectors are a principle feature of this system. One universal handle fits quickly, easily and securely with all tool heads.